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Abstract—Passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags,
due to their ability to uniquely identify every individual item and
low cost, are well suited for supply chain management and are
expected to replace barcodes in the near future. However, unlike
barcodes, these tags have a longer range in which they are allowed
to be scanned, subjecting them to unauthorized scanning by
malicious readers and to various other attacks, including cloning
attacks. Therefore, a security protocol for RFID tags is necessary
to ensure the privacy and authentication between each tag and
their reader. In order to accomplish this, we propose PAP, a
privacy and authentication protocol for passive RFID tags. This
protocol requires little computation and achieves both privacy
and authentication, making it sufficient enough for use in supply
chain management; however, this protocol is also suitable for use
in other RFID applications as well.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags are small elec-

tronic components that are used to identify and track ob-

jects. They have applications in various fields such as in-

ventory tracking, supply chain management, theft-prevention,

and the like. An RFID system consists of an RFID tag (i.e.

transponder), an RFID reader (i.e. transceiver), and a back-end

database. An RFID reader consists of an RF transmitter and

receiver, a control unit, and a memory unit. These instruments

work together to transfer and receive information stored on

radio waves between it and an antenna attached to an RFID

tag. This information interacts with stored items upon a

back-end database that some readers are able to connect to.

Depending on the type of the tag, they too have the capability

to perform different functions with the information transferred

from a reader.

There are three broad categories of RFID tags: passive,

semi-passive, and active. Passive tags are powered by the

signal of an interrogating reader and can only work within

short ranges (a few meters). Active tags maintain their internal

state and power transmission using a battery. Semi-Passive

tags are battery assisted tags that use some battery power

to maintain their internal volatile memory but may still rely

on the reader’s signal to power their transmission. They can

initiate communication and operate over longer ranges (several

meters), but are also more expensive and bulkier than passive

tags. Passive tags, however, are also more popular and cheaper.

In particular, passive tags are used more often in supply chain

management. Therefore, during the rest of this paper, we will

be dealing only with passive tags.

RFID tags are able to uniquely identify individual items

of a product type, unlike barcodes, which only identify each

product type. This is particularly useful when the transaction

history of each item needs to be maintained or when individual

items need to be tracked. Furthermore, RFID tags do not

require line-of-sight reading like barcodes, increasing the

scanning process of a tag significantly. Due to the these and

other advantages that RFID tags have over barcodes, RFID

is increasingly becoming more popular and is expected to

replace the current barcode technology in the near future.

However, there is also a growing concern among people about

consumer privacy protection and other security loopholes that

make RFID tags an easy target for malicious attacks. Passive

RFID tags in their current form are vulnerable to various

types of attacks and thus there is a pressing need to make

this technology more secure before it is viable for mass

deployment. Therefore, privacy and authentication are the two

main security issues that need to be addressed for the RFID

technology.

The two primary concerns of privacy with RFID tags are

clandestine tracking and inventorying [6]. Clandestine tracking

deals with issue of a nearby RFID reader being able to scan

any RFID tag, since these tags respond to readers without

discretion. Clandestine inventorying on the other hand is

a method of gathering sensitive information from the tags,

thus gaining knowledge about an organization’s inventory. An

organization called EPCGlobal [3] manages the development

of the Electronic Product Code (EPC), a code in RFID tags

that is equivalent to the code used to store information in a

barcode. EPC compliant RFID tags have fields to store the

manufacturer code and the product code that makes it easy to

follow the inventory patterns of a store [6].

RFID privacy is already a concern in several areas of ev-

eryday life. Here are a few examples. Automated toll-payment



transponders, small plaques positioned in windshield corners,

are commonplace worldwide. In a recent judiciary, a court

subpoenaed the data gathered from such a transponder for

use in a divorce case, undercutting the alibi of the defendant

[15]. Some libraries have even implemented RFID systems to

facilitate book checkout and inventory control and to reduce

repetitive stress injuries in librarians. Concerns about monitor-

ing of book selections, stimulated in part by the USA Patriot

Act, have fueled privacy concerns around RFID [12]. Lastly,

an international organization known as the International Civil

Aviation Organization (ICAO) has promulgated guidelines

for RFID-enabled passports and other travel documents [5],

[8]. The United States has mandated the adoption of these

standards by 27 “visa waiver” countries as a condition of

entry for their citizens. The mandate has seen delays due to its

technical challenges and changes in its technical parameters,

partly in response to lobbying by privacy advocates. One

may see how verification of the information stored upon the

passport would also become an issue as well. This brings us

to the other security threat in RFID, authentication.

Authentication is another major security issue for RFID

tags. Privacy deals with authentic tags being tampered by

attacking readers, while authentication deals with valid readers

being misled by deceptive tags. One example where authenti-

cation would play a useful role is when scanning counterfeit

tags. It has been shown that one can rewrite what a tag emits

onto another tag, effectively making a clone [6]. Therefore,

authentication is as much of a concern as privacy is.

The key challenge in providing security mechanisms to

passive RFID tags is that such tags have extremely weak com-

putational power because they are designed to be ubiquitous

low cost (e.g., a few cents) devices [1]. Previous solutions

have been developed to solve both security threats for RFID

tags (such as [13], [2], [17], [4], [14], and [10]); however,

these solutions are not suitable for passive RFID tags. For

example, many protocols (such as [13], [2], and [17]) for RFID

authentication use heavy duty cryptography. Some previous

protocols (such as [4], [14], and [10]) address the privacy

issues of RFID systems by requiring users to carry a large

device on a daily basis, which seems to be impractical.

In order to deal with these issues, we propose PAP, a

privacy and authentication protocol for passive RFID tags.

Using our PAP protocol, each tag has a secret numeric value,

for which a reader and a tag establish authentication. Upon

verification of the reader by the tag, the tag sets itself to a state

that upon query, only gives an authenticated reader enough

information to change the tag to a prior state and release its

EPC information. However, the information given in this state

is also general enough to not allow an unauthenticated reader

to gain access to the EPC code or know what the product is,

thereby establishing privacy.

Our protocol is practical and useful for two reasons. First,

it requires only an extremely small amount of computation;

therefore, it has the capacity to be implemented within passive

RFID tags, unlike the cryptography intense protocols in prior

work. Second, our protocol deals with both privacy and

authentication. This also decreases the overall cost production;

but more importantly, it eliminates the need for any extra

security devices.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section II we

review related work. In Section III, we describe our system and

threat model. Section IV presents the details of our protocol.

We give concluding remarks in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

The first approach to dealing with consumer privacy was

developed by the company that will oversee the barcode to

RFID transfer, EPCGlobal Inc.. Their approach is to just “kill”

the tag [3]. In other words, the tag will be made inoperable,

allowing it not to be scanned by malicious readers. This

process is done by the reader sending a special “kill” command

to the tag (including a short 8-bit password). For example, after

you roll your supermarket cart through an automated checkout

kiosk and pay the resulting total, all of the associated RFID

tags will be killed on the spot. Though killing a tag may deal

with consumer privacy, it eliminates all of the post-purchase

benefits for the consumer. One example of these types of

post-purchase benefits are items being able to interact with

what are being called “smart” machines. For example, some

refrigerators in the future will interact with the RFID tags on

food items. This will allow the refrigerator to scan what items

you normally buy, and once it notices that so many items have

been removed over a period of time, it will inform of what

items are missing so you may purchase some more. Another

example of a “smart” machine would be a microwave. The

microwave would scan the RFID tag from the purchased item

and automatically set the timer to the correct amount of time

needed. From these examples, you can see that killing a tag

would not be an appropriate approach to deal with consumer

privacy.

Another approach to dealing with consumer privacy involves

shielding the tagged item, either by using radio wave blocking

materials or scrambling any outgoing signals from the tag.

The first approach is better known as a Faraday Cage [6], a

container made of metal mesh or foil that is designed to block

certain radio frequencies and is often used by criminals as a

method of sheilding an item to surpass shoplifting detection

systems. This approach however only partially succeeds in

establishing privacy, as its contents are not designed to fit

over uniquely shaped or larger items such as wrist-watches,

computers and televisions. The latter approach is also known

as the active jamming approach [6]. This approach will allow

the consumer to carry a device that would block nearby RFID

readers by transmitting or broadcasting its own signals. This

approach is dangerous however, for if the broadcast signaling



power of a jammer is too high, it might cause the jammer to

interfere with surrounding legitimate RFID readers.

One of the more effective approaches to providing consumer

privacy deals with an idea proposed by Juels consisting of a

“privacy bit”. The technique proposed in [9] uses a privacy

bit in tags that can take a value of 0 or 1 and can be easily

toggled by a reader after authenticating with a unique pin for

that tag. While inside a store, a tag’s bit value is 0, indicating

public access to a tag’s identification. While during checkout,

this value is changed to 1, denoting the tag is about to enter

a location with restricted access. In order to establish privacy

while in this state, the tag must interact with another tag known

as the “blocker tag” [9]. Depending on the amount of privacy

a consumer may need, the blocker tag will manipulate the

query result of a normal tag by scrambling the bits of all tags

within range (known as the full blocker) or only certain tags

determined by their privacy bit (known as soft blocking [7]).

Either way, the tag is secure only in the presence of the blocker

tag. Our method borrows the idea of the privacy bit but does

not require the presence of any additional specialized tag to

safeguard the original tag.

In dealing with authentication, there have been a few hash-

based protocols developed due to the low processing power

of a passive tag. One is the HashLock scheme [16]. In this

scheme, each tag carries key K and its hashed value h(K),
better known as its metaID value. Upon query by the reader,

a tag will respond with its metaID, which is forwarded to

the reader’s back-end database. Assuming this is a valid tag,

the database will recognize it from its metaID and will send

back the corresponding secret key K of the tag to the reader,

where it will continue to forward this value to tag. The tag

will then proceed to validate the reader by hashing the received

value and if it matches the stored metaID, it will unlock itself,

allowing its EPC information to be received. This protocol has

two major drawbacks. First, an attacker can eavesdrop h(K),
which is sent in the air, and make a fake tag that simply emits

h(K), which consequently can be authenticated to an authentic

reader. Second, a tag can be tracked by its metaID, which

violiates consumer privacy. To prevent a tag being tracked,

the same authors of [16] proposed a randomized version of the

scheme where the response of a tag changes in every query.

In particular, upon a query, the tag generates a random nounce

r and computes the hash h(ID, r). Then, the tag sends both

r and h(ID, r) to the reader for verification. When the reader

receives r and h(ID, r), the reader computes h(IDi, r) for

every IDi. The authentication is successful if and only if there

exists IDi such that h(IDi, r) = h(ID, r). This protocol has

two major drawbacks. First, an attacker can still eavesdrop r

and h(ID, r), which is sent in the air, and make a fake tag

that simply emits r and h(ID, r), which consequently can be

authenticated to an authentic reader. Second, this protocol can

be extremely inefficient when the number of possible IDs that

the reader needs to check is large.

III. MODELING

A. System Modeling

In this section, we specify the security properties that we

want our PAP protocol to achieve. We begin by describing

our assumptions regarding the readers and tags being used.

We then discuss the assumptions and limitations of attacks

upon our tags.

1) Readers and Tags: The two principal parties involved in

this protocol are readers and tags. We assume the existence

of both authorized tages and malicious tags. There are three

types of authorized readers in our protocol: inventory readers,

checkout readers, and return readers. An inventory reader is

the most basic reader of these three, only allowing the ability

to query the tag. A checkout reader contains all the functions

of an inventory reader as well as the ability of connecting

to a back-end database. The information retrieved from the

back-end database could be used by the checkout reader to

authenticate itself to a tag. A return reader has the same

functionality as a checkout reader.

The tags that we deal with in this paper are Class 1

Generation 2 tags, where were standardized by EPCglobal [3]

in 2004 for passive RFID tags. This global standardization has

been adopted by US Department of Defense, Walmart, Metro

AG, etc [1]. Class 1 Generation 2 tags have four memory

banks: Reserved Memory Bank (which as at least 32 bits for

storing information such as the password for killing a tag),

EPC Memory Bank (which as at least 496 bits for storing

EPC information), TID Memory Bank (which as at least 32

bits for storing tag identifier), and User Memory Bank (for

storing information related to the tag’s application). Note that

the upper limit of the user memory bank in a tag is not

specified in the standard. In other words, the size of the user

memory bank of a tag depends on the amount of memory

that the manufacture puts on the tag. Our protocol requires a

small amount of memory, which could be allocated from the

user memory bank of a tag. Our protocol only requires a tag

to perform four simple operations: comparing two numbers,

execute a hash function, storing and retrieving a number in

user memory bank, and flipping a bit. These operations could

be easily implemented on Class 1 Generation 2 tags.

Note that we do not consider how the reader will distinguish

between multiple tags because this is handled by singulation

protocols [11] and it is out of the scope of this paper.

2) Security and Privacy Requirements: Our PAP protocol

strives to achieve two requirements: authentication and privacy.

In terms of authentication, a tag and a reader should be able

to achieve mutual authentication, that is, a tag should be

able to authenticate a reader and a reader should be able to

authenticate a tag. In terms of privacy, a tag should only give

out private information to authorized readers.



B. Threat Modeling

Previous research has some assumptions on practical attacks

on RFID systems, a small subset of which we entail into

our protocol. First, due to the relatively short transmission

range (i.e., several meters) of a tag, a malicious reader cannot

eavesdrop the reply from a tag. Also, it is not easy for an

attacker to hide himself between a legitimate reader and a

tag in an active session due to the distance between a tag

and a reader. Another security assumption suggests that it

is not easy to intercept a message and modify the message

over the air in real time. These three assumptions are made

due to the fact that all authentication procedures will take

place inside a retail store. Therefore, we assume that a retail

store has some security mechanisms that prevent unauthorized

readers from entering the store. This can be easily achieved

by installing detection devices near the entrance of the store

to detect unauthorized readers [11]. Lastly, we assume that

an attacker has two major abilities: the ability to query a tag

as a normal reader and the ability to clone a tag. We also

assume that it is difficult to intercept a message and modify

the message over the air in real time.

IV. THE PAP PROTOCOL

In the PAP protocol, each tag attached to a product stores

(1) a secret key k shared by both the reader and the tag, (2) a

generic name (i.e., the numeric representation of the product

type), (3) an ID (i.e., the EPC code, which is the numeric

representation of the individual item), and (4) a privacy bit,

where value 0 indicates that the tag is in the non-privacy state

(i.e., in store) and value 1 indicates that the tag is in the

privacy state (i.e., out store). In order to achieve authentication

between the tag and the reader, the tag first sends its ID (or

generic name) and a random nonce to the reader upon query.

The reader uses this information to determine the secret key

k of the tag and applies a one-way hash function upon it,

sending both the hashed result and another random nonce to

the tag. The tag verifies the reader by performing the same

hash function using its secret key k with the nonce sent to

the reader. If this value matches the hashed result sent from

the reader, the tag authenticates the reader. The tag will then

perform another hash function using its secret key k with

the nonce received from the reader and send this hashed

value to the reader. The reader then performs the same hash

function with its secret key k. If the result matches, the reader

authenticates the tag.

In order to establish privacy, upon checkout, the privacy

bit of a tag is changed from 0 to 1. At any point that the

tag’s privacy bit is 1 and a reader attempts to scan it, the tag

will only return enough information for a trusted reader to

perform the authentication procedure mentioned above, which

only includes a number to represent its generic name. Since

an unauthorized reader would not contain the secret secret key

k, the tag will not give out its private information.

Next, we present the PAP protocol based on four different

locations: inside a store, at a checkout counter, at a return

counter, and outside a store.

A. In-store protocol

The in-store protocol concerns querying a tag located inside

a store. We assume there is an established level of security

that does not allow unauthorized RFID readers within a

scanning range of these tags; therefore, the in-store protocol is

designed to provide no authentication and privacy protection

for efficiency purposes. Each tag when delivered to the store

will have its privacy bit set to zero, denoting a location

containing only authorized readers. Upon a reader querying

a tag, the tag will send the reader its ID and a random nonce

nt. Figure 1 illustrates this in-store protocol.

Reader Tagquery

ID, nt

Fig. 1. The in-store protocol

Though the reader would not need any more information

beyond the tag’s ID at this time, the random nonce generated

by the tag is sent by default to lessen the cost of the tag.

If it were to just send its ID, the tag would have to be pro-

grammed to know when to send additional information (e.g.,

the difference between a checkout reader and an inventory or

price checking scanner), further increasing the cost of the tag.

B. Checkout protocol

The checkout protocol concerns querying a tag during a

checkout procedure. To prevent the use of cloned tags, the

checkout protocol allows the reader to authenticate the tag.

To ensure that the proper type of reader is used during the

checkout procedure, the checkout protocol also allows the tag

to authenticate the reader as well. As previously mentioned

in Section III, different types of readers exist in the store;

therefore, a tag always sends the random nonce nt in the in-

store protocol to save cost. Other readers beyond the checkout

console should not have the ability to connect to the database

that contains the secret key k associated with the product

in order to fulfill the authentication requirements for this

protocol. If a tag does not authenticate the reader, an employee

with a hand-held reader could checkout any product and steal

from the store.

The checkout protocol works as follows. The first two steps

are the same as the two steps in the in-store protocol. In the

third step, the reader retrieves the secret key k of the tag

from its back-end inventory database using the EPC Code,

ID, received in the second step. The reader will then perform

a one-way hash function on this k and the random nonce,

nt, received from the tag. The reader then generates its own



random nonce, nr, and sends it along with the hash result,

h(nt, k), to the tag. Because the tag knows key k, it can verify

whether the hash result received from the reader is valid. Note

that an unauthorized reader does not know the value of key k

associate with the tag, and is not be able to compute h(nt, k).
If the tag successfully authenticates the reader, the tag sets

its privacy bit from zero to one, denoting the tag’s traversal

to a location that may contain unauthorized readers. The tag

then computes h(nr, k) and sends the result back to the reader.

The reader authenticates the tag by verifying the validity of the

hash result h(nr, k) received from the tag. Figure 2 illustrates

this checkout protocol.

Reader Tagquery

ID, nt

verify H1,

H1 hash(nt, k)
H1, nr

H2

verify H2

if successful
H2 hash(nr , k)

Fig. 2. The checkout protocol

There are different levels of security obtained by using this

checkout procedure. Only an authentic tag and an authorized

reader would know the value of the secret k for a tag.

Therefore, if a cloned tag does not contain the correct value for

k, it would not send the correct hash result to the reader at the

end of the procedure, causing the reader fails to authenticate

that tag. If the reader does not verify a tag within a time limit,

the system will timeout and not allow the customer to finish

the checkout procedure. The second level of security deals

with the random nonce sent by both the reader and the tag in

this process. In order to reduce the chances of a replay attack,

random numbers are hashed along with the value of the secret

key k.

Before continuing to our next protocol, we need to discuss

the cover-coding mechanism that has been standardized for

Class 1 Generation 2 tags. As described in Section III, the

signal transferred by a Class 1 Generation 2 tag is only up to

few meters; however, the signal from a reader could travel as

far as one kilometer [1], allowing the information sent from a

reader to a tag to be eavesdropped by an attacker who may be

out of sight. In order to prevent this, each Class 1 Generation

2 tag incorporates the mechanism of cover-coding. In this

procedure, when a reader queries a tag, the tag first generates a

16-bit random number and sends it to the reader. Note that this

random number only travels a few meters. In the subsequent

communication between the reader and the tag, all messages

are XORed with the random number. Therefore, as long as

attackers are not physically within a few meters, they cannot

decode the messages sent out from the reader. Based on the

cover-coding mechanism, in the last two steps of our check-

out protocol, each message sent between the reader and the tag

are not in plain text, rather, they are XORed with the random

number that they established for that session. In essence, the

cover coding mechanism uses the widely known concept of

one-time pad.

C. Out-store protocol

The out-store protocol resembles a tag’s behavior once it

leaves the store. At this point, various readers with different

levels of security are assumed to be able to access the tag.

Therefore, only enough information about the tag is given to

allow authenticated readers access in order to flip the tag’s

privacy bit back to zero, which includes the tag’s generic

name and a random nonce. Since the tag’s generic name is

represented by a number, an unauthorized reader will not know

what items are currently being read. The next section will

explain how the information being given above will allow an

authenticated reader to turn the privacy bit of a tag back to

zero. Figure 3 illustrates this checkout protocol.

Reader Tagquery

name, nt

Fig. 3. The out-store protocol

Note that there are many reasons that an attacker would

want to retrieve a tag’s private information. For example, an

attacker may want to know what people shop for in certain

stores to develop spam or other similar shopping techniques.

Also, an attacker may want access to the private information

of a tag to gather secrets about the product’s producer or the

store in general. This type of attack is prevented in our out-

store protocol.

D. Return protocol

The return protocol deals with the returning of an item

to where it was sold. Many stores have returned items that

they are still able to resell; therefore, these RFID tags need

to be reset for resale. The return protocol requires mutual

authentication between a tag and a reader as well. To prevent

unauthorized readers from flipping the privacy bit of a tag

from one to zero, the tag needs to authenticate the reader.

Though this concept may appear clear, it may not be as easy

to understand why the tag needs to be authenticated. If the tag

were not authenticated, a person could create a counterfeit tag

to indulge the price value of an item. This in turn would allow

a customer to increase the price of an item, enabling them to

receive a higher amount of money back or exchange the item

for a higher valued one.

The return protocol works as follows. The first two steps

are the same as the two steps in the out-store protocol. In



the third step, the reader retrieves the secret key k of the tag

from its back-end inventory database using the name received

from the tag. The reader will then perform a one-way hash

function on this k and the random nonce, nt, received from

the tag. The reader then generates its own random nonce,

nr, and sends it along with the hash result, h(nt, k), to the

tag. Because the tag knows key k, it can verify whether the

hash result received from the reader is valid. Note that an

unauthorized reader does not know the value of key k associate

with the tag, and is not be able to compute h(nt, k). If the tag

successfully authenticates the reader, the tag sets its privacy

bit from zero to one, denoting the tag’s traversal to a location

that may contain unauthorized readers. The tag then computes

h(nr, k) and sends the result back to the reader. The reader

authenticates the tag by verifying the validity of the hash

result h(nr, k) received from the tag. Figure 4 illustrates this

checkout protocol.

Reader Tagquery

name, nt

verify H1,

H1 hash(nt, k)
H1, nr

H2

verify H2

if successful
H2 hash(nr , k)

Fig. 4. The return protocol

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present PAP, a privacy and authentication

protocol for passive RFID tags. Our approach uses a passive

RFID tag that stores a numeric value in which tags and readers

are authenticated through the verification of hash function

results and a privacy bit that can be toggled to move the tag to a

secure zone. The information given out by a tag when queried

by an RFID reader depends on the value of the privacy bit.

Besides showing the details of our PAP protocol, we illustrate

some common attack scenarios like clandestine scanning,

inventorying and counterfeiting and how our protocol would

provide security under those circumstances. Our protocol is

both secure and efficient. Although we presented our protocols

in the context of supply chain management, adaptation of our

protocol can be used for other applications as well.
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